What We Did at School

Books
Welcome, Spring!
Bear Sees Colors
Kites

Art
Q-tip painting
Easel: Dot-a-Lot Markers on cloud-shaped paper

Fine Motor Activities
Sensory Table: Water & water wheels
Activity Table: Cloud Dough with pipecleaners
Writing table: Rainbow crayons

Math & Science Activities
Color dominoes
Spring patterning cards
Color discovery boxes
Weather game
Color paddles & flashlights
STEM: Understanding physical properties

Helping Kids Cope when Bad Things Happen

Child’s Perspective:
The world is big and sometimes scary for me. When bad things happen that I don’t understand, reassure me with your calm and simple explanations.

Parent Learning:
Parents support their children’s development when they:
• Limit and monitor their children’s exposure to media
• Protect their children from exposure to violence in the home, community & media
• Ask for parenting help and support when needed

Rain, Rain Go Away with noise makers

Rainbow Colors
Rainbow purple,
Rainbow blue,
Rainbow green,
and yellow, too.
Rainbow orange,
Rainbow red,
Rainbow smiling
Overhead!

Movement: Jumping in “Puddles” (Hula Hoops)

Cloud Dough Recipe
8 parts flour to 1 part baby oil.
Mix with a whisk or pastry cutter

This Week’s Nursery Rhyme: Itsy Bitsy Spider

The itsy-bitsy spider
Climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain
And washed the spider out
Out came the sun
And dried up all the rain
And the itsy-bitsy spider
Climbed up the spout again
Behaviors in Children that May Indicate Stress & Anxiety

- Increased clinginess, crying and whining
- Greater fear of separation from parents
- Increase in aggressive behavior
- More withdrawn and harder to engage
- Play that acts out scary events
- Changes in sleeping and eating patterns
- More easily frustrated and harder to comfort
- A return to earlier behaviors, like frequent nighttime awakenings and thumb sucking

Everyday Moments Can Be Healing!

- Laugh and be silly together
- Read your favorite stories
- Listen to music and sing along
- Take walks and enjoy new discoveries
- Enjoy the warmth of cuddling close
- Plan special outings like a picnic in the park, a trip to the zoo or a visit to a friend
Since spring itself grown into a platform, you can provide the complete enterprise solution using the spring projects. Before you start learning spring framework, let's decide what you want to learn in spring framework. Spring 5 is latest release where Spring has done lot of changes like introduced new React engine. Want to learn spring basics? If you want to learn only the spring basics, then you have to restrict to Spring Core. This is the core engine of spring framework. The basic concepts like Dependency Injection (DI), Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP), Singleton Beans, etc. are cove Links to example code downloads for Learning Path: Learn Spring and Spring Boot. 1 commit. 2 branches. Want to be notified of new releases in oreillymedia/Learning-Path-Learn-Spring-and-Spring-Boot? Sign in Sign up. Launching GitHub Desktop